Let L(I, J) be defined by the pull-back of CPT >#(Q, 2)< QSJ where {/, /} is a partition of all primes. We classify spaces (
Introduction P. J. Hilton and J. Roitberg [3] constructed an //-space E(5w) which does not have the homotopy type of a Lie group. It is given by a fiber bundle over S 7 with a fiber S 3 induced by 5t: S 7 ->S 7 and a fiber bundle p: Sp(2) ->S 7 .
Sp (2) and E(5w) are not homotopy equivalent and have the same genus, that is, Sp(2) (p)~E(5iu) (p) for all prime p. These spaces satisfy also the following non cancellation properties:
Many topologists, [1] , [2] , [6] , [7] , [12] , [13] , [14] , studied cancellation and non cancellation phenomena for finite CV7~complexes. It seems that examples of cancellation and non cancellation phenomena are less studied for infinite dimensional CW-complexes. Hence we study various examples of the phenomena and its related topics in this paper.
Let CP°° be an infinite dimensional complex projective space and S k a /c-dimension sphere. The based homotopy set [Z* CP°°, S k+3 ] contains only phantom maps and is equal to a rational vector space ZYZ as an additive group. Now we state our main results. In other words, the numbers of trivial mapping cones occurring on each side of (l) are equal and they can be cancelled. Cancellation phenomenon for non trivial mapping cones is open. We prove the following Theorem 0. In [9] , [10] , we classified spaces (Q k *Z, k C(/)} of loop-suspension of mapping cone of phantom map /: CP°° ->S 3 for k =0, 1, "•°, °° which have the same n~type for all n. In Section 3, we generalize the result. By using the theorem, we prove the following theorems and give examples of cancellation and non cancellation phenomena. The theorem above is best. We can not get cancellation phenomenon in this case. In fact, let /be a phantom map of order 5. We show that C(/) V C (0) and C(2/) VC(0) are homotopy equivalent but C(/) and C(2/) are not homotopy equivalent by Theorem 0.3.
The author would like to thank a referee for his useful comment.
§1. Preliminary
We work in the category of CW-complexes with base point and base point preserving continuous maps. Let X V Y be a wedge sum of X and Y. A map /: X V Y >Z with J\X = a, J\Y=bis denoted by (a, b). When X is a co#-space, a map g = (xV y) A : X >XV X »ZV W is denoted by t (x, y). When X, Y are co/f-spaces, we define the following map:
which is denoted by the matrix:
We can prove easily the following composition law. For general case, the composition law is given by the same way as the multiplication of matrices.
We must remark that even though the assumptions of the lemma don't hold, the composition law is true in our applications by Theorem D of [15] .
kX means a wedge sum of k copies of X and //: kX *kX is a map representing a diagonal matrix Diag(f, •••,/) for /: X *X:
When a complex X can be decomposed as X ~ Y V Z where Y and Z are not contractible, X is said "decomposable". If it is not so, it is said "prime". (uj) . Hence ^T(7) -Z and 7 is trivial. This is a contradiction. We may assume that K (X) and X" (7) 
Then, C(fi) V ••• V C(fn) and C(gi) V"° V C(g n ) are homotopy equivalent, if and only if fi and -tg s u) are homotopic for k ^0 where s(i) means a permutation.
Proof. By the assumption, Here we may assume that ^4 and B are w x n-matrices with components an and 6,; of integers respectively by Theorem D of [15] . If an and a/* are not 0, fj and / A are linearly dependent by gibn = an fj and gib ik = aik fk-This is a contradiction. Each row of A has only one non-zero component which is ± 1 and also for B. Hence we get the result. H When {/,-: i =1, 2,"°,n} are not linearly independent over Q, we investigate cancellation phenomena in the following. The following theorem is proved by the same method as Theorem 2. 1. Hence we omit the proof. 
H k+3 ((f)} = (A ij }
where A^d, j -1,2,3 and 4) are defined as follows: Proof. If /~0 and g"~0, it is true. We may assume that / or g are not 0-homotopic. By theorem 2.2, we get mC(f) ~ mC (g) . By using the same notation, we get A n f= gA 33 . We have fl m = g(A u ) ~1 ^33. By comparing the both sides, we get/~±£\ • Now we prove a theorem which gives another type of cancellation phenomenon. We prepare an elementary lemma of linear algebra. 
Hence we get the following equation from Lemma 2.5 :
We see d = ±1 and hence g = ±/. H By using Theorem 2.2 and 2.6, we get Theorem 0.1 stated in Introduction and the following corollary.
Corollary 2.7. Let f, g and g be phantom map from I? CP°° to S k+3 . mC (/) VsC(g") and mC(f) V ' sC(g') are homotopy equivalent, if and only if g and ± g are homotopic for k^Q.
We can also prove the following cancellation theorem by the same way as Theorem 2.3. 
Spaces of the Same w~Type for All n
Let {/, /} be a partition of all primes and L(l, /) defined by the pull-back of CP? ->K(Q, 2) < -£S5. Clearly we have L ( 7, /) / = CPf and L ( 7, j) f = QSj. The space 7, (7, /) is QM l (j, 7) in [11] . The spaces are also studied in [4] , [8] . When /is empty, L(7, /) is CP°°. The integral homology of L(l, /) is a free abelian group of finite type. Hereafter, we assume that { 7, /} is a non-trivial partition. }. When /is empty, we classified the homotopy type in [9] . The homotopy set [Z* L ( 7, /) , S*" . We can determine the former set The following result is also proved by using Mayer-Vietoris sequence (cf. [8] , [11] ). Let j:S k+3 -»2:* +1 1(7, /) be the canonical inclusion and L ( 7, /) n thẽ skeleton of L(7, /) . The map j induces the map of inverse systems (/ n ) * "• (7, /), 5 fc+3 ) -»Ph(2? L(7, /), Z A+1 L(7, /)). The following theorem is proved by the same way as Proposition 1.2 of [9] . By Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we can also prove Lemma 3.1.
Proposition 3.2. The canonical inclusion j
Proo/. It is sufficient to prove that the map {(>) *}:{[Z* +1 L ( 7, /) n , (/c n ) , we obtain the result for k > I from the following Lemma 3.3. For k = 1, we project it to its abelianized group. Proof. The proof of the lemma is similar to Lemma 1.3 of [9] . We may prove this lemma for odd k by considering the suspension. We shall prove only in the case of k = 1, because in the other case the proof is similar. Since Chern character map is monomorphic in this case, we use a localized ^-theory K(-\Z t ) = K(-}®Z r . We set in K(-\Zj):
Clearly a\ is equal to the degree of // 4 ( h) . Since the Chern character map is monomorphic, it holds h l (B^) = 0 for j > I by the assumption. We calculate the next formulas. 0
where
'. Hence T(fi) must be ai L^(l +0) = a! S~=i {(-l) J ' +1 /;ĵ mod 0 W+1 and a/ = ai (-l) ; ' +1 /;. Since a y = a x ( -l) y+ V; is in Z t for ; = 1, 2, •••, n. We obtain the former result For any map h:
we can construct h' by (h') I =h/n^q (degree (h)) (q^f) and (/iO/ is a map of degree IIvp (degree (h)) (p^-1)
. This is possible by James's splitting of the suspension of QSf. Hence we get the result. H For the case of empty set /, we classified spaces (C(/) |/} by Theorem 2.1 of [9] . Since a homotopy set Ph (2 fc L( /, /) , S k+3 ) of phantom maps is equal to Z/VZ, it contains torsion elements. When a map /satisfies r/~ 0 for the smallest natural number r, we call the number r the order of / denoted by ord (/) = r. For a generalization to the case of non empty set /, we must prepare the following proposition. 
We have that 2/ and Z^ are equivalent under the action homotopy equiva-
, 7r* +4 (S* +4 )) /Im (ZT/Z) = Ext(Q, Z) /Im (Zf/Z) = Zr/Z. From this, we have Zf~ ± g and hence /~ ±^ by the suspension isomorphism. The case for k = 0 is proved by considering the suspension isomorphism between sets of phantom maps.
•
The next theorem is analogously proved by the method of Theorem 3.2 of [9] and Theorem 2.1 of [10] . Hence we omit the proof. In this Section, we give some examples of non cancellation phenomena. By G/= 2/H, we get a homotopy equivalence between 2C(/) and 2C(2/).
